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This paper presents an approach for performing Multi-disciplinary Design Optimization under
Uncertainty (MDO-U) and an application for minimizing the thickness of the Thermal Protection
System (TPS) for an entry vehicle configuration. Uncertainties due to material variability and
the operating environment are considered. The value of considering uncertainty during the
optimization process is demonstrated by comparing the performance of two optimal
configurations, one identified through a deterministic approach and the other by considering
uncertainty. Been able to account for uncertainty in engineering simulations and in product
design is both important and challenging. In particular, during design optimization the
performance of the optimized design typically lays closely to the boundaries of some of the
constraints. Since variability alters the actual performance of a system, the optimal design can
exhibit performance in the infeasible domain when the impact of the uncertainty has not been
accounted properly during the optimization.
I. Introduction
The physical difficulty of designing entry vehicles originates from the large degree of
coupling between the various disciplines involved in the design [1-3]. The disciplines which can
be accounted for and integrated during the design are: trajectory optimization [4-6], guidance,
navigation, and control (GN&C) technology [7,8], aerodynamics and aerothermodynamics [9-
11], thermal-structural analysis [12-14], and thermal protection system (TPS) development [15-
19]. Efforts have been made in developing a collaborative or a multidisciplinary optimization
process that considers some of the disciplines of interest during an integrated design [20-23].
However, none of these efforts considers how uncertainty in the atmospheric conditions, in the
entry parameters of the vehicle, in the condition of the vehicle during entry, and in the
performance of the TPS will influence the design and provide a risk assessment. The work
presented in this paper demonstrates that it is feasible to utilize a MDO-U tool for entry vehicle
design, and that the new information is insightful and meaningful. The new MDO-U
development can take into account how uncertainties influence the modeling results of each
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discipline, and how uncertainties influence the interaction between disciplines and the optimal
solution. A Multi-discipline Design Optimization (MDO) method available in the literature [24
– 28] is utilized for developing a general purpose MDO environment. The uncertainty from the
variability of the random variables and other random parameters is introduced through an
approximate but computationally efficient first – order reliability method [29, 30]. A brief
theoretical overview of the methods employed in this work is presented first. A case study
where MDO-U analysis is performed for a configuration of the HL-20 vehicle (Figure 1) under a
LEO consideration is presented.
Figure 1. HL20 Vehicle used in the MDO-U case study
(figure from http://planet.esuhsd.org/resources/images/artist_concept_pls.html)
Three different types of TPS (AFRSI, PICA, and SIRCA) are considered to be applied on
different sections of the HL-20 (Figure 2). The trajectory code Traj [31] developed by NASA
Ames is employed for the trajectory computations. Aerothermal information is computed at each
point of the trajectory from flight characteristics computed by Traj (mach number, angle of
attack, and dynamic pressure) and an aerothermal database provided by NASA Ames and created
using the CBAERO package [32,33]. The CBAERO code has been utilized in the past for
designing the trajectory and the thermal protection system for reusable launch vehicles [34]. For
the HL-20 configuration the CBAERO code has been validated through comparison to test data
for the integrated lift, drag, and moment coefficients for subsonic through supersonic Mach
numbers [32]. Thermal analyses are performed for each one of the three TPS systems using
finite elements. The thermal loads are determined from the trajectory results and the aerothermal
database. The trajectory computations provide information about the Mach number, the angle of
attack, and the dynamic pressure at each step of the time history. Based on the Mach number,
the angle of attack, and the dynamic pressure the aerothermal database provides information for
the corresponding heat flux at different locations of interest on the vehicle. In this manner the
heat flux time histories are generated for the different locations where thermal TPS analyses are
performed. Properties from the NASA Ames TPS database TPSX [35] are employed in the
thermal finite element models for the three TPS systems.
Both a MDO analysis without uncertainty, and a MDO-U (with uncertainty) are performed.
Uncertainties are considered in the atmospheric properties and the heat transfer characteristics of
the TPS. The uncertainties in the atmospheric properties introduce variability in the heat load
applied on the vehicle, and the uncertainties in the heat transfer properties of the TPS alter its
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thermal performance. Thus, it is critical to consider these variations during the optimization in
order to ensure that the final design will satisfy the safety and the performance constraints even
in the presence of uncertainty. The results from the MDO and the MDO-U of the HL20 are
discussed in this paper.
Figure 2. Distribution of TPS material over the surface of the HL-20 considered in the case study
II. Overview of Theories for MDO and for Including Uncertainty in Optimization
II.1. Theory Overview for MDO
Work presented in [24 – 28] provides the theoretical foundation for developing the MDO
environment. Figure 3 presents a general flow chart of the MDO process. At the top level of the
optimization process lays the optimization statement which defines the overall objective for the
entry vehicle. The top level optimization, tries to make the vehicle’s performance represented by
the vP response to match the targeted performance defined as vT by the user. The vehicle
evaluation model takes into account the variables describing the performance of the vehicle
),...,(
1 NDD
PP in each one of the N disciplines ),...,( 1 NDD which are considered. The vehicle
evaluation model also takes into account the variables vX which define the design characteristics
of the vehicle. The vehicle evaluation model constitutes a mathematical statement which
assesses how the design variables and the performance from each discipline are combined in
order to evaluate the overall performance. In this manner, when the expectations for the
performance from each discipline are defined, the corresponding impact on the overall objective
function is identified. Within each iteration of the top level vehicle design optimization process,
a separate optimization problem is solved for each discipline. The linking design variables
T
Di
l are passed from the top “T” level optimization, to the optimization problem at each discipline
level. The performance of each discipline desired by the top optimization problem is also
defined as TDiP .
At each discipline level a design optimization problem is solved using the appropriate
analysis model. Within each iteration of the discipline level optimization problem, the design
variables
iD
X and the linking variables
iD
l are provided to the simulation model. The predicted
performance
iD
P is returned from the simulation model. Once the discipline level optimization
analysis is completed and the optimal solution is reached, the updated “U” values for the linking
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variables UDil and the updated performance
U
Di
P are returned to the top level optimization
problem. Then, the next iteration in the top level optimization problem is performed.
Figure 3. Flow chart for MDO process
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Introducing constraints on the change of the linking variables and on the change of the
performance variables at each top level iteration, and augmenting the objective function of the
top level optimization by adding to the objective function the bounds of the extra constraints,
limits the amount of changes introduced by each discipline within each top level iteration. In
this manner extreme changes in the overall system are avoided and the design variables are
adjusted gradually towards an improved configuration.
The overall design optimization objective is achieved by letting the top level optimization
(which is based on the performance of each discipline) to exchange information with each
discipline in a very systematic manner. Different disciplines can share the same variables since
elements of the
iD
l groups of linking variables can be the same for different groups. Thus, the
inter-relationships between disciplines are accounted, while retaining a very structured and
efficient manner for optimizing the design.
II.2. Introducing Uncertainty in the MDO system
The introduction of uncertainty in the MDO simulations is based on a first order reliability
approximation which has been presented in the literature [29, 30]. According to this approach
instead of evaluating a probabilistic constraint which requires time consuming computations:
( )( ) RGP ≥≥ 0,, pXd (3)
where G is the constraint function, d is the vector of the deterministic design variables, X is the
vector of the random design variables, p is the vector of the random parameters, and R is the
desired reliability level for the constraint function to satisfy the condition of being greater or

















Equation (4) evaluates the constraints which includes the random variables and /or random
parameters as a deterministic constraint. It uses a first order reliability approximation for
evaluating the constraints at a point assessed by Equation (5), thus introducing a safety margin in
each constraint based on the desired reliability level. This is an approximate but extremely
efficient manner for introducing uncertainty in an optimization process. In this work Equation
(5) is utilized for identifying the location where constraints and functions which depend on
random design variables and random parameters should be evaluated. When objective functions
depend on random design variables and on random parameters, then the mean values of the
random quantities are utilized for evaluating the objective functions.
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III. Analysis of a HL20 configuration
A MDO without uncertainty and a MDO-U analysis are performed for a configuration of the
HL20 in order to demonstrate the new capabilities developed in this work and the importance of
including uncertainties in the optimization process. The simulations involved in the
optimizations included, trajectory computations using the Traj code provided by NASA Ames
[31], aerodynamic analysis (included within the Traj code), aerothermal analysis through the use
of aerothermal databases developed by CBAERO [32,33], and thermal analyses for the three
different TPS configurations (AFRSI, PICA, and SIRCA) which are considered placed at
different sections of the vehicle.
The flow chart of the optimization analyses is presented in Figure 4. In this case in the top
level optimization the objective is to minimize the total mass of the TPS material applied on the
three different sections of the vehicle (Figure 2). Nine design variables are considered in the
optimization process which are the same nine design variables used by the four discipline level
optimization analyses. Thirteen constraints are also defined for the top level optimization
according to Equations (1) (nine for each one of the nine design variables shared with the
discipline level optimizations, and four for each one of the four objective functions of the
discipline level optimizations). The four discipline level optimizations which are considered are:
(1) trajectory optimization for the landing location of the vehicle; (2) AFRSI TPS optimization;
(3) PICA TPS optimization; (4) SIRCA TPS optimization.
Figure 4. Flow chart of Optimization Process for HL20 case study
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The Traj code [31] is employed for the trajectory calculations and for the aerodynamic analysis.
In addition to the trajectory computations it evaluates aerodynamic type of information (mach
number, dynamic pressure, angle of attack) which when combined with the aerothermal database
created by the CBAERO code allows to evaluate the heat flux time histories at different positions
of the vehicle. Finite element models are developed for the AFRSI TPS (Figure 5) and the PICA
and SIRCA TPS [ 15] (Figure 6).
Figure 5. AFRSI TPS configuration from [19]
Figure 6. PICA and SIRCA TPS configurations
In the first discipline level optimization the trajectory is optimized. The objective function
reflects the requirement of making the range as close to 10,000km as possible. The conditions at
the entry point comprise the design variables for this discipline level optimization. Specifically,
the initial velocity, the initial angle of attack, the initial entry angle, and the initial bank angle
comprise the four design variables. Constraints are also imposed on the maximum values
exhibited by the dynamic pressure, the heat flux, the end altitude, and the heat load. This set up
is not the only possible manner for performing the optimization. It is just used as a
representative approach in this case study. In the discipline level thermal optimizations for the
three TPS, each objective function targets to minimize the maximum temperature encountered on
the structural skin of the TPS. For the AFRSI optimization, the thicknesses of three layers (outer
fabric, Q-fiber felt insulation, and inner fabric) comprise the three design variables. Constraints
are imposed on the maximum mass of the AFRSI TPS and a convergence constraint for the
thermal analysis is employed in order to ensure that convergence has been achieved. The other
two discipline level optimizations (for the PICA and the SIRCA) are set up in a similar manner.
The only difference is that for the PICA and the SIRCA, only one design variable is considered
in each corresponding discipline level optimization (the thickness of the TPS Figure 6). Three
heat fluxes are determined from the trajectory calculations and from the aerothermal database,
one for each TPS configuration. The heat flux at a point at the top of the canopy is used in the
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AFRSI thermal computations. The heat flux in the middle bottom location of the vehicle is used
for the PICA thermal analysis. Finally, the maximum heat flux between a point at the nose and a
point at the leading edge of the wing provides the thermal load for the SIRCA thermal analysis.
III.1. MDO analysis without Uncertainty
The results from the MDO without uncertainty are discussed first. An initial setting for the
four variables of the trajectory analysis is considered (initial velocity = 7.8976 km/sec, initial
gamma angle = -1.3o, initial angle of attack = 28o, and initial bank angle = 60o). For this initial
setting, the thicknesses assigned to each one of the three TPS systems are optimized in order to
achieve a maximum temperature on the structural skin of approximately 460o K. This is a
configuration that reduces the thickness of the TPS as much as possible for the initial trajectory
settings. Thus, at the starting point the three thickness design variables for the AFRSI are (5mm,
20mm, and 6mm). The thickness for the PICA is 3.2cm, and the thickness for the SIRCA is
6cm. The total initial mass for the TPS at the starting point of the MDO is 303 kg. These initial
values and the corresponding values for the optimum configuration identified from the MDO





initial velocity (km) 7.8976 7.9148
initial angle of attack 28 33.58
initial entry angle -1.3 -1.32
initial bank angle 60 57.19
thickness of outer fabric in AFRSI
(mm)
5 4
thickness of Q-fiber in AFRSI (mm) 20 15.89
thickness of inner fabric in AFRSI
(mm)
6 4.8
thickness of PICA (cm) 3.2 2.53
thickness of SIRCA (cm) 6 4.9
total mass of TPS (kg) 303 242
Table 1. Initial and final optimum from MDO without uncertainty
The heat flux associated with the SIRCA material is the highest one of the three heat loads which
are used for the design of each TPS, therefore the results associated with the optimal
configuration for the SIRCA will be discussed in more detail, as representative of the discipline
level optimizations. The heat flux load for the starting point of the optimization, and the heat
flux for the optimum configuration after the MDO are presented in Figure 7. The corresponding
temperature histories on the surface of the structure are presented in Figure 8. It can be observed
that for the optimum configuration, the heat load has been reduced due to the modifications
introduced in the trajectory profile and thus it is possible to achieve an even lower temperature
on the surface of the structure even with a reduced thickness for the TPS material. These results
demonstrate how the MDO method utilized in this work operates for entry vehicle applications,
and how multiple objectives can be accomplished simultaneously.
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Figure 7. Heat flux imposed on the SIRCA TPS for the starting point of the MDO and for the
optimized configuration
Figure 8. Temperature on the top of the structural skin of the SIRCA TPS for the starting point of
the MDO and the optimized configuration
III.2 MDO Analysis under Uncertainty
Uncertainties are introduced in the MDO computations by considering uncertainties in the
atmospheric properties and in the thermal properties of the TPS material. The atmospheric
properties are considered to influence the convective heating model employed in the Traj code
[35]. Specifically, the uncertainty is introduced in the Tauber model [36] by considering


















Similarly uncertainty is considered in the specific heat associated with the material of each one
of the three TPS configurations. The specific heat values for the TPS materials and the exponent
η comprise the random parameters. A normal distribution is considered for each one of the
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random parameters with a standard deviation equal to 10% of the mean value of each random
parameter. The MDO-U analysis is performed under a requirement for a 98% reliability level.
The first order reliability method employed in this effort requires evaluation of the gradients of
the constraint functions and of any other functions which depend on the random parameters,
according to Equation (5). In this manner the appropriate locations where the constraints should
be evaluated are identified in order to ensure that the constraints are satisfied with a 98%
reliability level even in the presence of uncertainty. In this case study the two constraint
functions associated with the heat load and the heat flux in the trajectory optimization discipline
depend on the random parameters. In addition, the heat flux time histories which are evaluated
from the trajectory simulation and applied as excitation in the three other discipline level
optimizations are functions which depend on parameters with uncertainty. Finally, the
constraints on the mass of each TPS discipline level optimization depend on the specific heat of
the material since different thickness can be required for keeping the temperature of the structure
below an acceptable limit when uncertainty exists in the specific heat.
The entry conditions for the starting point of the optimization are the same for the trajectory
calculations as in the case of the MDO without uncertainty (initial velocity = 7.8976 km/sec,
initial gamma angle = -1.3o, initial angle of attack = 28o, and initial bank angle = 60o). For this
initial setting, the thicknesses assigned to each one of the three TPS systems are optimized again
as in the MDO case in order to achieve a maximum temperature on the structural skin of
approximately 460o K, but this time in the presence of uncertainty and under the requirement of a
98% reliability level. The information associated with the initial point of the MDO-U and with





initial velocity (km) 7.8976 7.8454
initial angle of attack 28 33.38
initial entry angle -1.3 -0.94
initial bank angle 60 55.26
thickness of outer fabric in AFRSI
(mm)
5 3.35
thickness of Q-fiber in AFRSI (mm) 20 19.14
thickness of inner fabric in AFRSI
(mm)
6 5.1
thickness of PICA (cm) 4.2 3.35
thickness of SIRCA (cm) 9.4 7.6
total mass of TPS (kg) 366 302
Table 2. Initial and final optimum from MDO-U 
 
When uncertainty is present in the simulations, the starting point of the optimization exhibits a
higher mass compared to the starting point of the MDO without uncertainty. This increase in the
mass is required in order to unsure a maximum temperature on the structural skin of the TPS at
approximately 460o K even in the presence of uncertainty. Since the heat flux associated with the
SIRCA material is the highest one of the three heat loads which are used for the design of each
TPS, results for the SIRCA are discussed in more detail, similar to the discussion for the MDO
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without uncertainty. The heat flux load for the starting point of the optimization, and the heat
flux for the optimum configuration after the MDO are presented in Figure 9. These heat loads
are higher than the ones encountered in the MDO without uncertainty (Figure 7) because they
represent the 98% reliability level. It can be observed that for the optimum configuration, the
heat load has been reduced due to the modifications introduced in the trajectory profile and thus
it is possible to achieve an even lower temperature on the surface of the structure with a reduced
thickness for the TPS material even in the presence of uncertainty. Finally the temperature on
the outer part of the structural skin of the SRICA is presented in Figure 10. It can be observed
that the MDO-U led to a configuration which exhibits lower weight for the TPS and yet good
thermal protection for the structure even in the presence of variability due to uncertainties.
Figure 9. Heat flux imposed on the SIRCA TPS for the starting point of the MDO-U and for the
optimized configuration corresponding to the 98% reliability level
Figure 10. Temperature on the top of the structural skin of the SIRCA TPS for the starting point
of the MDO-U and the optimized configuration corresponding to a 98% reliability level
III.3. Importance of Uncertainty in the MDO simulations
In order to demonstrate the importance of accounting for uncertainty when performing the
optimization, a comparison is made between the performances of the TPS which was identified
by the MDO process without uncertainty and the configuration identified by the MDO-U
analysis. A safety factor is applied on the optimum configuration identified by the former
process by increasing the thickness of the TPS and making the total mass equal to the mass of the
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optimal configuration identified by the MDO-U analysis. Thus, both configurations have the
same weight for the TPS, but in the second case the configuration is identified through the
MDO-U process which considers the effects of uncertainty. In this case the comparison is made
by considering uncertainties in the atmosphere and in the thermal properties of the TPS, as it is
done during the MDO-U computations. The results for the temperature on the top part of the
structural skin of the SRICA are presented in Figure 11. It can be observed that the
configuration which corresponds to the optimal point without uncertainty, although it exhibits
the same mass with the optimized configuration of the MDO-U, it exhibits inferior performance
in the presence of uncertainty. The reason for this relative behavior is that when uncertainty is
considered, both the adjustments in the trajectory and the changes in the thicknesses of the TPS
reflect the influence of the uncertainty, while the introduction of the safety factors are only
applied on the thickness and do not alter the optimal trajectory. Thus, the importance of the new
MDO-U process is demonstrated.
Figure 16. Temperature on the top of the structural skin of the SIRCA TPS for the starting point
of the MDO without uncertainty and for the optimized configuration from the MDO-U
corresponding to a 98% reliability level
IV. Summary
In this paper an approach is presented for including uncertainty in MDO simulations for
thermal protection system applications. Trajectory, aerodynamic, aerothermal, and thermal
simulations are combined in order to demonstrate the application of the MDO-U process in TPS
design for a HL20 vehicle configuration. Uncertainties in the atmospheric properties and in the
thermal properties of the TPS are considered. When uncertainty is accounted in the optimization
process, a more conservative optimum is obtained compared to the optimum from the
optimization without uncertainty. However, when both optimal configurations are assigned the
same total TPS weight through the application of a safety factor on the optimum without
uncertainty, the benefits of considering uncertainty during the optimization process are
demonstrated through superior performance.
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